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Work, living and action.
• Global and professional networks can disconnect work 

environments from surrounding living environments with 

implications for sustainability cities (SDG)

• Study of 9 companies’ interactions with living environments to look 

for strategies to reconnect work and living via common public 

action

• One of the cases: a growing media company confronted with 

internationalisation and crisis print industry



Design anthropological 

study of how work 

grows with cities 
• 9 companies; 3 companies in 3 

city/regions; offer different 

perspectives on how companies 

(can) connect with city

• e.g. in one city:
• Brewery: physical 

collaborative city platforms 

with neighbourhood and 

government on local culture 

(heritage, food, football,…)

• Law firm: collaborative city 

training platform on business 

skills with local businesses

• Media company: own business 

developments are debated 

with neighbourhood on 

regular meetings



Designers, policy makers, companies and 

citizen representatives co-design…
• Contextual maps: disclose interactions/tensions between work 

and living

• Historical storylines: disclose important turning points in 

growth company in city 

• Public actions: articulate and further develop existing

productive interactions work-living environment



1. Media company organises regular meetings between company, policy and neighbourhood on developments 

in the company. Over time, these meetings became a very important participatory platform for all kinds of 

issues on collaborative city making, that extend beyond the company’s goals. This is an interesting basis to 

design a city-wide collaborative platform on sustainable urban work/production. 

Design participatory 

platforms on 

sustainable work in 

the city

Public Action: Governance and Policy 

Making



Public Action: Activism and Civic 

Participation

The media company has created green borders between the company and the neighbourhood to prevent 

confrontation neighbourhood with nuisance typical to media/print production. These borders are praised by nature 

organisations because of the ecological diversity and informally used by the neighbourhood to play. These border 

areas can be further developed as a common project between company, neighbourhood and public organisations. 

Design border spaces



The media company is specialised in communication. To anticipate on tensions with the neighbourhood, they 

started using their communication skills to inform the neighbourhood about their sustainable actions. The digital 

platform that is used for this purpose can be further developed in an interactive platform where also citizens, policy 

and local organisations can share/debate data on experiences and sustainable actions in the neighbourhood. 

From information 

design to design for 

exchange

Public Action: Social Interactions and 

Relations



Where in history work spaces were intensely networked with the city, they became isolated sites. Today, we are 

again networking work spaces via soft connections or digital platforms. This implies a shift from designing for 

private sites to ‘public design’: designing the private in relation to the public sustainable development goals. The 

media company redesigned their transport that was focused on their site, into a more city-wide mobility plan. 

From private 

to public 

design

From work sites 

to networked 

spaces

Public Action: City and Environmental 

Planning



In collaborative city-making 1. models for production, distribution and consumption move from being linked to 

dedicated spaces to being networked in the city (region etc) and 2. seeing the sustainable development of these 

processes as a publicly shared responsibility between work environments, policy and citizens. The media 

company now is confronted with a big international shift, which will increase production on site. They more and 

more use their platforms to collaboratively discuss/give form to these shifts with policy and neighbourhood. Work 

then becomes a shared responsibility on a city scale. 

From private to 

public work 

processes 

From specialised 

to networked 

work

Public Action: Production, Distribution 

and Consumption



The design process with the media company was used as a vehicle to build capabilities with them, governments 

and citizen representatives to collectively 1. visualise their public role, 2. reflect on their public role, 2. negotiate 

their public role, 3. to take public action in the framework of sustainable city development. This process can be 

initiated by these actors’ themselves in the future. 

Taking public action

Reflecting on public role

Negotiating public role

Public Action: Skill Training and Design 

Education

Visualising public role



From specialised to 

networked jobs 

Public Action: Job Creation

In the media company media specialisst were not only focused on their professional work of media production, but 

also in communicating with the neighbourhood. While job creation is often thought of in specialised networks and 

domains, this project re-articulates the potential of work spaces and jobs across the boundaries between private 

and public: brokers, connectors, caretakers etc. 



Instead of designing artefacts, we designed public actions that companies, citizens and policy can collaboratively 

take to enhance the productive and sustainable interactions between work and living environments, making use of 

diverse tools, platforms, spaces etc. We used storytelling and visualisation to support this process 

1. a storybox: 9 semi-speculative historical stories of companies in particular cities that share the capabilities of 

companies, citizens and policymakers in giving form to the public role of work in the city; 

2. a toolbox that companies, governments and citizens can use to build these capabilities by making their own 

timeline, map and public action cards and learn from each other.

Toolbox for building public capabilities

Storybox for sharing public capabilities

Conclusion: Storytelling and 

Visualisation
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